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“Working in an industry that has traditionally focused on the cost of the menu rather than the
value of the knowledge exchanged or the new creative solutions that emerge over the dinner
table, I applaud this excellent initiative by FCCI to showcase the tremendous power for societal
progress that can be unleashed by international meetings. I hope that this encourages hundreds
of other destinations to undertake similar case studies with the meetings they host, to generate
a vast library of inspiring stories. Many of us have long known that meetings are so much more
than the collective expenditure by their delegates - now we’re seeing the evidence to prove this
argument to politicians and other policy makers around the world!”
Martin Sirk
CEO, ICCA

“This is an excellent initiative, which I thoroughly support as it illustrates the very
professional and visionary approach by these cities to meet our industry’s rapidly
expanding potential for economic development.”

Making business connections
Practice improvements
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Rod Cameron
Executive director, Joint Meetings Industry Council
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“The identification and measurement of the broader economic, academic, professional
and societal benefits arising from meetings, conventions and exhibitions is one of the
greatest urgencies in the meetings industry today as it leads to a much more realistic
value proposition for the industry and a broader basis for the ongoing investment
required to support future development. Congratulations are due to those pioneering
cities who have taken up this challenge and are now pursuing that objective through
these case studies.”

THE POWER TO TRANSFORM
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Ray Bloom
Chairman, IMEX Group

Compelling case studies from the Future Convention Cities Initiative
on events that deliver benefits, influence and an impressive legacy

Abu Dhabi | Durban | London | San Francisco
Seoul | Sydney | Toronto

ABOUT FCCI
The Future Convention Cities Initiative is a group of leading industry players who
recognise the benefits of collaborating, co-operating and sharing resources to drive
innovation in our industry.
We are the ‘new generation’ of convention leaders and what we achieve as a group
will be our legacy to our cities and our industry.

www.fccinitiative.org

An Association Meetings International special supplement

Toronto

Reaching for

unprecedented peaks
The ISTH 2015 Congress
showcased Toronto and
Canada’s expertise in
the field of thrombosis and
haemostasis to the world
EVENT
The XXV Congress of the International Society of
Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) and 61st Annual
Scientific Standardization Committee (SSC) Meeting
DATES
20–25 June 2015
VENUE
Metro Toronto Convention CentreNUMBERS OF
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
7,285 from 109 countriesDELEGATE PROFILE
DELEGATE PROFILE
Researchers, clinicians, educators, future
researchers and clinicians
SECTORS INVOLVED
Life sciences, Bio-technology
ORGANISER
MCI Geneva
CONGRESS WEBSITE
https://www.isth.org/page/2015Microsite

BACKGROUND
ISTH brings together clinicians and scientists from across the world to
share cutting-edge scientific discoveries and the latest in diagnostic
and therapeutic approaches. The 60-year-old organisation has more
than 3,500 members in more than 90 countries. Dr Sam Schulman,
Congress President and Director of Thrombosis Service at HHSGeneral Hospital in Hamilton, Ontario, and his colleagues presented
the winning bid in Geneva during the XXI ISTH Congress in 2007.
WHY TORONTO
Toronto first hosted the congress in 1981 and, in the following decades,
Canada built a strong worldwide reputation for clinical research in
thrombosis, which helped to bring the congress back in 2015. From a
destination perspective, Toronto offered extraordinary congress and support
facilities, ease of international travel, vibrant culture and world-leading
health research. The congress received strong support from Tourism
Toronto and the Metro Toronto Convention Centre.
BEST PRACTICE
ISTH put together a solid communication plan in advance with every
decision being ‘mission-driven’. Creating systems was vital to its
success together with relationship and community building and
establishing strong partnerships. Fiscal best practices and due
diligence are always followed by ISTH, ensuring they understand all
aspects of running a meeting in countries outside of the US.
ECONOMIC BENEFIT $35 million
ADDITIONAL EVENTS
Around 30 meetings relating to the medical field of thrombosis,
haemostasis and vascular biology took place at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre. The ISTH and World Federation of Hemophilia (WFH)
came together to host the inaugural joint fellowship event ‘Building
Capacity and Empowering Future Leaders’. A ‘blood clot flash mob’
event was staged as part of the Time2Move global campaign to raise
awareness of blood clots, in partnership with World Thrombosis Day.
B2B AND B2C ELEMENTS
For exhibitors and sponsors it was close to a landmark year, with
exhibit space sold out.
LEGACY
Three ground-breaking and practice-changing studies in thrombosis
and haemostasis released at the ISTH 2015 Congress were
simultaneously published in the New England Journal of Medicine
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(NEJM) during the congress; this was truly historic for ISTH.
The congress brought a wealth of international science
collaboration to Toronto, as well as fostered grant proposals and
future research emanating from Toronto and Canada. Internet
bandwidth, online involvement and virtual communication was
unprecedented. The mobile app was downloaded 3,810 times
and the World Thrombosis Day Twitter chat with ISTH and
official partners received 2 million impressions, with overall
Twitter impressions at more than 11 million. The158 young
scientists and medical trainees who submitted highly rated
abstracts received ISTH ‘Young Investigator’ travel stipends and
123 scientists from developing countries received ISTH
‘Reach-The-World’ travel stipends.
GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
ISTH received government support and endorsement of its
XXV Congress in Toronto at the municipal (Mayor John Tory),
provincial (Premier Kathleen Wynne) and federal (Prime
Minister Stephen Harper) level.

This congress was the perfect opportunity
to unite the forces in Canada and invite
the world, and this national gathering of
strength will continue to manifest itself
in grant proposals and in future research
emanating from our country and city

awareness on blood clots. The Global Village booths in the
Exhibition Hall created inspiration for the second World
Thrombosis Day in 2015.
ADDED VALUE
Surveys showed delegates received amazing education and
knowledge; cutting edge science was shared.
The congress fostered new relationships and gave opportunities
for new and exciting local and global collaborations.
PUBLIC RELATIONS ELEMENTS
ISTH’s PR campaign started two years before, with a ramp up of
activity one year prior, including: marketing collateral, advertising,
social media, communication and collaboration with related
societies, congress website, signage and virtual tools such as the
ISTH Congress blog, e-Daily Newsletter (first time ever), Congress
app and email marketing.
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Green, clean, pollution-free electricity displaced 17,243 tonnes
of CO2 emissions; an e-newsletter, receiving more than 5,000
unique visits, was produced daily; leftover boxed lunches were
donated; a ‘zero waste’ event was achieved. The Metro Toronto
Convention Centre has a 90 per cent recycling rate and won
numerous awards for avoiding landfill burden.
MOST SUCCESSFUL
ISTH HQ said this was by far their most successful congress.
Toronto proved ideal due to the central location of the Metro
Toronto Convention Centre, the variety of hotels, the UP Express
train from Toronto’s Pearson International Airport to downtown,
the vibrancy and multi-cultural make up of the city, and the
attractions and activities available for delegates.

Dr Sam Schulman, Congress President
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
5k Fun Run – A first for the ISTH Congress, with a total of 150
runners and walkers taking part. The sold-out evening event
took place along the shore of Lake Ontario and raised funds to
support World Thrombosis Day.
World Thrombosis Day Symposium – Global community
engagement platform and a unique opportunity to spread

www.seetorontonow.com
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Abu Dhabi

Driving discussion on a sustainable future
Abu Dhabi launched this groundbreaking global forum to address the
challenges of renewable energy and to
promote international dialogue towards
achieving a more sustainable future
EVENT
Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week 2015
DATES
16-23 January 2015
VENUE
ADNEC and Masdar City
HOST
Masdar
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
+ 30,000 attendees
DELEGATE PROFILE
More than 140 delegations from official government
departments
SECTORS INVOLVED
Energy, Clean Technologies, Government, Education,
Real Estate, Water, Energy efficiency and Sustainable
Urban Development
ORGANISER
Masdar, REED Exhibitions, IRENA [International
Renewable Energy Agency]

ii
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BACKGROUND
Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week (ADSW) is a global forum that unites
thought leaders, policy makers and investors to address the challenges
of renewable energy and sustainable development. An Abu Dhabi
government initiative, ADSW is the largest gathering on sustainability
in the Middle East and a significant forum in stimulating international
dialogue and action.
OBJECTIVES
Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week (ADSW) was launched by Masdar, a
Mubadala company in the UAE. In 2015, ADSW welcomed more than
32,000 participants from 170 countries in an effort to:
• Tackle the world’s pressing issues in energy, water and environment
• Accelerate the global adoption of renewable energy and sustainable
development
• Address water challenges in arid regions
• Elevate the water-energy nexus topics on the global agenda
• Encourage dialogue between broad industry stakeholders to
strengthen strategic partnerships
• Stimulate investment in water, energy and environment projects
• Empower the next generations and entrepreneurs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
ADSW has led to cumulative revenues for the Abu Dhabi hospitality
and transport industries estimated at more than AED 500 million since
2008. During ADSW’s set of events – 40 per cent of hotels rooms were
occupied by foreign attendees alone.
• 33,500 attendees
• 850 exhibiting companies from 42 countries
• 170 countries represented
• 101 official delegations
• 500 press registrations from 35 countries
• 3,700 opening ceremony delegates and more than 250 high level speakers
ADSW international media coverage has been valued in excess of AED 160
million per year since inception.
ADDITIONAL EVENTS INVOLVED
In 2006, Abu Dhabi Future Energy Company PJSC (‘Masdar’) was
established by the leadership of Abu Dhabi toward maintaining UAE’s
energy leadership, and safeguarding the longevity of its natural
resources. Masdar acts as Abu Dhabi’s long-term investment arm
in the commercial realisation of renewable energy and sustainable

technologies. Masdar has actively invested in promising
technologies and deployed large scale projects across the globe.
Since 2008, Masdar has annually hosted the World Future Energy
Summit (‘WFES’) bringing together world leaders, business
executives and experts from around the globe in a collaborative
effort to address world challenges, including energy and resource
security under the patronage of HH General Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of UAE Armed Forces.
In January 2012, Masdar launched the International Water
Summit (‘IWS’).

Business Tourism has been identified as a key
driver in Abu Dhabi’s tourism growth, and
Abu Dhabi Convention Bureau, a division
of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority
supports business events that match the
emirate’s wider economic diversification
priority sectors. Abu Dhabi Sustainability
Week is a shining example of how Abu Dhabi
can collectively deliver great events that
deliver social and strategic economic impacts
while providing delegates an opportunity
to discover an engaging destination
Mubarak Al Shamisi, Director,
Abu Dhabi Convention Bureau

and excellence in sustainability. Held in honour of the Late
Founding Father of the UAE, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan,
who championed sustainability and environmental stewardship,
the Prize is awarded across five categories: Large Corporations,
Small Medium Enterprises, Non-Governmental Organisations,
Lifetime Achievement and Global High Schools.
WFES [World Future Energy Summit]
The World Future Energy Summit (WFES) is the foremost annual global
event committed to advancing future energy and clean technology.
Women in Sustainability, Environment and Renewable Energy [WiSER]
WiSER is a bold, action-oriented initiative which endeavours to
mentor, empower and inspire women to be catalysts of innovation,
industry leaders and drivers of commercial solutions.
IWS [International Water Summit]
A global platform for promoting water sustainability in arid regions.
ECO Waste
A leading international platform for advancing sustainable waste
management and recycling across MENA and beyond.
GOVERNMENT/STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The significance of ADSW to our international partners is
demonstrated by the high level of attendance.
Abu Dhabi has become the ‘Davos’ of sustainability and a
permanent fixture in the international calendar. Abu Dhabi
Sustainability Week is the first event in the international calendar
that brings together the global sustainability community and
outlines the priorities for the year ahead. Its significance is
highlighted by the required co-ordination between Abu Dhabi and
World Economic Forum for the event’s dates.

International Renewable Energy Agency General Assembly [IRENA]
The Assembly is IRENA’s ultimate decision-making authority and
is made up of one representative from each member.
The 7th Zayed Future Energy Prize Awards Ceremony [ZFEP]
The Zayed Future Energy Prize is a US$4 million annual award
that recognises global initiatives demonstrating commitment

www.abudhabi-cb.ae
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Durban

The African COP
Durban found itself on the world
stage when it hosted more than
18,000 visitors to the COP17 UN
convention on climate change
EVENT
The 17th Conference of the Parties (COP17) to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) and the 7th Session of the
Conference of the Parties serving as the Meeting of
the Parties (CMP7) to the Kyoto Protocol
DATES
28 November - 9 December 2011
VENUE
Durban ICC
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
12,500 from more than 190 destinations –
18,000 including side events
DELEGATE PROFILE
International and local government and NGOs
SECTORS INVOLVED
Environmental change/management
ORGANISER
The South African Department of Environmental
Affairs, with support from the Environmental
Planning and Climate Protection Department of
Durban’s eThekwini Municipality
iv
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BACKGROUND
The international climate change negotiations (known as COPs) provide
a platform for countries convened by the United Nations to determine
how best to address the global climate change challenge through
global reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, and by adapting to the
now unavoidable impacts of climate change.
WHY IT CAME TO DURBAN
Durban could provide the requisite conference and hospitality
infrastructure and access for such a large event. It had demonstrated
its ability to host a high-level ‘green’ event at the recent FIFA Soccer
World Cup. The city and province were also willing to provide support
funding to ensure the success of the event. The city had a reputation as
a leader in the climate change field.
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
This event was dubbed ‘the African COP’ as it was seen as an
opportunity for the continent to heighten its presence in the
multilateral system and influence decision-making by advancing the
agenda of the most vulnerable. Durban is an archetypal African city, yet
despite developmental and financial challenges, is acknowledged as a
leader in climate protection planning.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
The total economic impact was as much as R0.5bn incorporating both
the cost of staging the event and delegate expenditure. Delegate direct
spend was estimated at some R173m, which supported at least 1,384 jobs.
BEST PRACTICE AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Befitting the conference content, efficient resource use was imperative.
Within The Durban ICC, waste was separated, with products recycled and
re-used where possible. Water and energy efficiency practices included
the use of water-saving technology in toilets and taps and the use of lowenergy lighting. Green Guidelines were distributed to accommodation
providers and event suppliers to ensure ‘green procurement’.
The carbon footprint of COP17 was measured and offset.
Delegates could also make a voluntary contribution to offset their
carbon emissions. These contributions were used to help fund local
reforestation projects.
ADDITIONAL EVENTS INVOLVED
Site visits provided an opportunity for practitioners to see Durban’s

environmental protection initiatives in action. This included
visits to the Green Hub ecotourism centre, Buffelsdraai Landfill
Site Community Reforestation Project, and Mariannhill Landfill
Gas to Electricity Project.
B2B AND B2C ELEMENTS
Incorporating both public and private representatives, the
Durban Climate Change Partnership was established to develop
joint action plans targeting climate change mitigation.
Durban also launched the C3AIN Network in conjunction
with Cape Town, an informal networking group of coastal cities
sharing best practice on climate change challenges.

Hosting COP17 showed Durban that
mega-events are about more than just hotel
rooms and delegate bags. With the right team,
committed leadership and an edgy vision,
they can be a catalyst for lasting change across
the socio-economic-political spectrum,
at both the local and global scales
Dr Debra Roberts
LEGACY
Following the successful hosting of COP17, eThekwini Municipality
developed a city-wide climate change adaptation and mitigation
strategy.
The ‘Durban Community-Ecosystem Based Adaptation’
(Durban CEBA) initiative was also launched at COP17. This
incorporates a reforestation and alien plant control project in
the Umbilo Catchment.
By June 2015 the project had:
• created 100 green job opportunities
• established 51 local tree-preneurs, who grew and traded 		
25,000 trees to the value of R125,000
• planted more than 60,000 trees
• collected 35,000 kgs of waste, of which 25,000 kgs was 		
recycled.

POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT
The COP17/CMP7 Durban Local Government Convention ran
concurrently with COP17 and saw 107 mayors and elected officials
representing more than 950 local governments sign the Durban
Adaptation Charter, pledging to strengthen local level climate
change work. There are now 1,082 signatories to the DAC.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
COP17 provided an excellent opportunity to educate the
residents of Durban about the reality of climate change and
their role in it. A dedicated communication and
advocacy campaign began prior to COP17 and extended
throughout the conference, with other awareness initiatives
held for specific projects.
OUTCOMES
Key resolutions were made during COP17. Attendees including
the EU, Norway, Australia and New Zealand agreed to a second
commitment period (2012-2016) to the Kyoto Protocol, the only
legally binding agreement for the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions worldwide.
Both developed and developing countries committed to
compiling a new international agreement to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions which will come into effect in 2020, termed the
Durban Platform for Cooperative Action.
PUBLIC RELATIONS ELEMENTS
COP17 attracted some 1,200 members of the media and Durban
is still benefiting from the coverage, with extensive material
relating to the congress still available online. In addition, the
city’s key climate change-related projects were showcased as a
result of the event.

www.durbankzncb.co.za
www.zulu.org.za
www.durban.gov.za
www.durbanexperience.co.za
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London

A hotbed of tech innovation
More than 43,000 people from
80 countries congregated across
London for a week-long event
celebrating the city’s global
position as a dynamic force in
high-tech creative talent
EVENT
London Technology Week
DATES
15 - 22 June 2015
VENUES
City wide – multi venue
NUMBERS OF PARTICIPANTS
43,000 delegates
DELEGATE PROFILE
Tech startups and major corporates, finance, and
VC investors, entrepreneurs and the generally tech
savvy
SECTORS INVOLVED
Tech/Digital
JOBS SUPPORTED
77

BACKGROUND
London Technology Week (LTW) involves face-to-face events
celebrating London’s global position as a hotbed of tech innovation,
business successes, entrepreneurship and creative talent. In its second
year, LTW 2015 saw 43,000 people from more than 80 countries come
together for 228 events held at 141 venues across the capital. Events
included large international conferences, intimate workshops, face-toface investor meetings, pitching competitions and hackathons.
The headline events programme featured Goldman Sachs, Interop
London (the flagship event, which alone attracted more than 9,000
attendees), Accenture, Stack Overflow, Osney Media, techUK and
Bloomberg. There were more than 95 new event hosts including
ticketmaster, Amazon, Barclays, Net-A-Porter and Microsoft and
more than 500 participating organisations representing key technology
verticals including adtech, fintech, cyber security and edtech.
WHY LONDON
The digital economy is a key driver for jobs and growth in London. As the
city’s official promotional company, London & Partners wanted to tell
the story of this vibrant, innovative community, helping to build London’s
reputation in tech across the globe, and increase investment. At the same
time London & Partners was working with a number of tech events who
were looking to grow or bring their events to London.
ORGANISER
UBM EMEA, London & Partners, Tech London Advocates, ExCeL London
BEST PRACTICES
The week showcased how a city can work together. The development
of LTW 2015 was the fruition of founding, strategic, headline and media
partners, LTW ambassadors and other supporting organisers, city
venues, stakeholders and the Government. 2015 also saw the creation
of an LTW ambassador programme, which engaged more than 41
influential tech leaders to help broadcast the success of the capital’s
booming tech sector. No other festival of live events brings together as
many domestic and international tech specialists and enthusiasts to
London for such a variety of networking, social learning and business
opportunities.
ECONOMIC BENEFIT £4.16m
ADDITIONAL EVENTS
London & Partners and UBM EMEA were instrumental in organising the
launch event at The Shard, which attracted more than 300 guests, 16
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speakers and international journalists and broadcasters. Speakers
included major players and the best up and coming tech names
from Google, Amazon and IBM, Just Eat, Blippar and Funding
Circle. By 10am we were trending globally on Twitter.
London & Partners also co-ordinated ‘The Growth Series’: seven
events across the week focusing on how tech businesses can set
up and scale up in the city.
B2B AND B2C ELEMENTS
This is predominantly a B2B event but as it has continued to
evolve, B2C elements are starting to feature with social events,
fireside chats, hackathons and meet ups being included in the
diverse programme.

London Technology Week has surpassed
expectations not only in terms of attendees
but also the unprecedented platform it has
given our capital’s burgeoning tech sector
and pioneering tech companies.
This has been a celebration of growth and
an opportunity to focus on the work
that still needs to be done
Russ Shaw, Founder of Tech London Advocates
LEGACY
London Technology Week attracts new investment and
showcases the city as a world-renowned events destination.
Since the inaugural event in 2014, London has ascended the
ICCA rankings to sixth position globally for the number of
association meetings held annually and to fourth position for
the number of delegates hosted at these events.
GOVERNMENT/STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
LTW 2015 offered an opportunity to engage and collaborate with external
stakeholders. The UK’s governmental trade and industry body, UKTI, for
example, hosted 1,000 overseas potential investors across the week.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Edtech company Skoolbo kicked-off its London vs New York
school challenge at the LTW launch. Skoolbo is the largest
educational game in the world and uses technology to help
millions of children around the globe learn to read, become
confident with numbers and learn new languages. LTW helped
to champion how technology can be a game-changer for
education.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
London & Partners launched an integrated PR and marketing
campaign that mirrored the theme of the week: growth. Teamed
with the launch event being covered by media heavyweights
such as Sky News, CNBC and a live broadcast by BBC’s Today
programme, the result was a staggering £26.5 million worth of
AVE created, in comparison to £5 million generated from the
inaugural event the year before.
UNIQUE STORIES GENERATED
London & Partners celebrated 15 of London’s most successful
‘tech heroes’ – fast growing, innovative, London-based
companies that are disrupting business globally.
ADVERTISING VALUE EQUIVALENCY £26.5M
CSR ELEMENT
LTW provided the opportunity to discuss and highlight social
challenges in tech and showcase companies that are having a
positive impact on social welfare. One of the key themes and the
subject of numerous events was women in tech - how diversity
in the industry has grown and the importance of women having
a voice in the future of the industry.

www.conventionbureau.london
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San Francisco

The hub of high tech
Thanks to the history of
innovation and revolution in the
tech world, technology-related
conventions and meetings now
account for almost half of San
Francisco’s room nights and
direct spend
EVENT
Technology industry conferences
DATES
January–December 2014
VENUE
Moscone Convention Center
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
339,233
DELEGATE PROFILE
Developers, researcher and technologists
SECTORS INVOLVED
Technology
Jobs supported
Direct delegate spend alone supported at least
10,657 jobs
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BACKGROUND
Silicon Valley and the Bay Area are the hub for many of the world’s
largest high-tech corporations, as well as thousands of tech startup
companies. This phenomenon is rooted in the revolution of STEM
research, microcomputers, the first ship-to shore wireless radio
telegraph for commercial and military technology and has springboarded San Francisco and the Bay Area as a major resource for
technology conventions and conferences.
WHY SAN FRANCISCO
The city can provide technology conferences with local expertise relevant
to the business language. It offers a community in the discipline that builds
confidence within a global world. It offers the top technical resources
in the world to support and ensure the success of any technology event.
San Francisco is a world leader in the technology industry.
BEST PRACTICES HIGHLIGHTED
Consistent with the technology industry, resources and bandwidth,
Corporate Social Responsibility is imperative within San Francisco. CSR
includes community engagement, employee volunteers and fundraising.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
The 2014 High Tech Events represented 25 events, 504,047 room nights
and a total of 340,000 attendees that had a direct economic spend of
$471,124,075. This equated citywide to 49 per cent of total rooms and
51 per cent of direct spend.
ADDITIONAL EVENTS
Organised by meeting planners from Silicon Valley to Napa Valley,
additional events were well attended to drive economic impact to
destinations up to 90 miles beyond San Francisco. This highlighted nontraditional venues such as a cruise ship and the Port of San Francisco to
accommodate attendees and expand innovation and creativity.
B2B AND B2C ELEMENTS
Incorporating tours with businesses that are using the host event
technology, the attendees can learn how these companies use the product
and also receive discounts. Hosting technology conferences highlights
industries such as healthcare, financial services, retail, consumer goods,
manufacturing and the government and public sector. With a broad
audience, this is a perfect opportunity to showcase businesses and for
consumers to interact and provide informative sessions.

LEGACY
The success of hosting a technology conference in San
Francisco has positioned the city as a destination where
strategic sustainability initiatives are important during
conventions. Technology conventions held in San Francisco
have saved more than five million gallons of water; supported
education with more than 2,000 bags and kits assembled; and
prevented 460,000 bottles going in to landfill. “Green practices
have become a baseline for doing business in San Francisco.”
(Meeting Focus 2011)
GOVERNMENT and STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
As the hub of innovation, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee
announced, in collaboration with the White House, the first
entrepreneurship-in-residence programme within government.
“The goal was to take the innovation from startup to San
Francisco to across the United States. San Francisco is wellplaced to help lead the vision of innovative government – as the
hub of advancement across Silicon Valley, starting with semi-

There’s no better place to host Dreamforce
— the largest software conference on earth —
than in San Francisco, the world’s epicentre
of technology and innovation. And every year,
our relationship with San Francisco Travel is
invaluable. Not only has San Francisco been
the home to Dreamforce since 2003, it has been
home to Salesforce since our founding in 1999
and today, we are the city’s largest technology
employer. As the company has grown, so has
our ability to give back to the community

conductors in the 1960s, to software in the 1970s and 1980s,
to internet services in the 1990s, to the most recent set of
companies such as Twitter, Airbnb and Yelp that are disrupting
traditional industries.” (www.gov.fresh.com)
PUBLIC RELATIONS ELEMENTS
The media acknowledges technology conventions in San
Francisco and their impact. With 46 per cent of the citywide
conventions being about technology and generating 902,487
peak room nights, it drives strong economic growth. From the
news: “Salesforce.com was honoured for its commitment to
San Francisco with its citywide convention, which has grown
exponentially since we first booked their customer event in
2003 at the Westin St Francis.” The coverage signals to other
technology firms that meeting in San Francisco will drive high
attendance and satisfaction for attendees.
CSR and COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
With a commitment to sustainability and education, Moscone
helps planners hosting events at its venue to be as green as
possible. For example, when Salesforce took over Moscone
last year for its annual Dreamforce event, 10,000 pounds of
compostable and recycling materials were salvaged.

www.sanfrancisco.travel

Elizabeth Pinkham, SVP, Strategic Events, Salesforce
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Seoul

Inspiring dreams
and hopes
Korea’s huge advances in maths
in the last 30 years made its
capital city Seoul a compelling
host for the International
Congress of Mathematicians
EVENT
International Congress of Mathematicians
Seoul 2014
EVENT DATES
13-21 August 2014
VENUE
COEX, Seoul, Korea
HOST
International Mathematical Union
ORGANISER
Seoul ICM 2014 Organizing Committee, MECI (PCO)
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
5,200 delegates from 122 countries;
22,000 public programme participants
DELEGATE PROFILE
Mathematicians, invited guests, media, public
programme participants
SECTORS INVOLVED
Educational, Science, Governmental

BACKGROUND
Held every four years by the International Mathematical Union, the
congress is the largest in the mathematics community. During the
opening ceremony, the prestigious Fields Medals, Nevanlinna Prize,
Gauss Prize and the Chern Medal are awarded.
WHY SEOUL
Korea entered the IMU in 1981 at the union’s level 1, the lowest tier. By 2006,
it had advanced to level 4, the second highest level in the IMU and the first
time a nation had moved two levels in the rankings. In 2007, encouraged
by these significant strides, Professor Park Hyungju formed a 24-member
committee to put together a substantial and supportive bid to host ICM
2014. Focusing on the fact that Korea was unique in having tripled its
mathematical activities in three decades, this later became Seoul ICM’s
official theme: ‘Dreams and Hopes for Late Starters’. In a competitive threeway bidding, Seoul’s strategy was to assert that Korea’s hosting would be
inspiring in practical and symbolic ways for other countries where modern
mathematical research had a relatively short history.
Korea also stressed a strong united front. During ICM site inspections,
meetings were held with leading government officials including the prime
minister, government ministers and both the national and city convention
bureaus all pledging support and funding.
BEST PRACTICE
With the mission to disseminate knowledge freely, 28 volunteers
filmed and uploaded more than 200 lectures and educational content
to the web giving ICM 2014 a global scope. In an eco-friendly move,
Guidebook was named the official application. More than 1,000 theses,
papers and information for 400 congress sessions were made available
and accessible offline on this app.
ECONOMIC IMPACT Estimated at 11.6 million USD
ADDITIONAL EVENTS
51 satellite conferences (35 in Korea, 16 in neighboring countries), The
17th General Assembly of the International Mathematical Union (IMU GA
2014), IMAGINARY Exhibition, Special Lecture Tour, Bridges Seoul 2014
(conference on mathematics and art), The National Assembly Forum on
ICM, Science & Future Planning, PR Ambassadors for SEOUL ICM 2014.
LEGACY
Breaking the 5,000 mark for the first time, ICM 2014 became the most
attended in the history of the event. The diversification of the ICM and
IMU was also evident in the winning of the Fields Medal at the event by
Maryam Mirzakhani, the first woman recipient of the prestigious award.
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Following the success of the ICM 2014, the Korean government
made significant policy changes including launching a nurture
programme to help young, talented Korean mathematicians
to become future Field Medal recipients and a governmental
task force to better bring together the mathematics and
business fields. Korea’s standing, according to the International
Mathematical Olympiad, also shot up from seventh place in
2014 to third place just a year later.

Business events are proof positive that
‘Knowledge comes but wisdom lingers’. The
hosting of ICM 2014 in Seoul had profound
beneficial effects for the city, nation and
the event itself. Perhaps most importantly,
students of mathematics near and far will
enjoy these benefits for years to come
Maureen O’Crowley, Executive Director,
Seoul Convention Bureau

GOVERNMENT & STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, Seoul Metropolitan
Government, Seoul Tourism Organization and Korea Tourism
Organization all provided support. The Korean Government used
the congress to raise interest in mathematics by declaring 2014
‘The Year of Mathematics’ and promoted mathematics to the public
through various lectures and events.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ICM organisers wanted an open event and succeeded by
planning numerous public programmes including lectures,
interactive exhibits for children and special opportunities for
aspiring mathematicians to meet the Field Medal recipients. The
programmes helped make the ICM 2014 similar to a public festival
and the congress ended up becoming the ICM with the largest
ever public programme and participation with an estimated 22,000
individuals having taken part.

ADDED VALUE
The ICM 2014 is credited as having increased co-operation among
related groups as well as international organisations. It’s also hailed
as creating closer ties between the mathematical community and
both the government and private sector in Korea such as expansion
in support for mathematicians as well as related jobs and careers.
Following ICM 2014, Professor Park Hyungju also became the first
Korean member of IMU’s Executive Committee.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
In 2014, media exposure included 1,500 feature articles on SEOUL
ICM 2014 in the domestic and foreign press. Broadcasting included
an EBS documentary on mathematics, a KBS quiz show and a mini
documentary. Significant awards and distinctions included winning:
the grand prize of the ‘Korea Convention Award’ in the best host
organisation category in 2009, awarded by KTO; the grand prize of
‘KPRA Awards’ in the event PR management category in 2014 and
the ‘IAPCO National Client Award’ in 2014.
UNIQUE STORIES
Maryam Mirzakhani, an Iranian-born professor of mathematics at
Stanford University, became the first woman to win the Fields Medal.
Her win was announced by IMU’s first female president, Ingrid
Daubechies, while the medal was presented by South Korea’s first
female head of state, Park Geun-Hye, herself an engineering major.
CSR ELEMENT
The ‘NANUM’ project (Korean for ‘sharing’) was initiated by
the Organizing Committee to raise funds for grants for 1,000
mathematicians from developing nations. Inspired by this, the
IMU introduced its first symposium on developing countries:
‘Mathematics in Emerging Nations: Achievements and
Opportunities’.

www.miceseoul.com
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Sydney

SYDNEY Shines
Vivid Sydney offers a dynamic
platform to connect, collaborate and
innovate in Australia’s creative capital
EVENT
Vivid Sydney: Sydney’s mega events calendar is
action-packed with a diversity of events, which are a
major drawcard for conferences and incentives. Vivid
Sydney - the Southern Hemisphere’s largest festival
of light, music and ideas - creates an inspiring
backdrop for exchanging ideas and networking with
the world’s creative innovators.
DATES
May-June annually
VENUE
Citywide, including Sydney Opera House, Sydney
Harbour Bridge, Circular Quay, Darling Harbour,
Walsh Bay, Chatswood, Martin Place, The Star, Central
Park in Chippendale and the University of Sydney
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
Vivid Sydney keeps attracting record audiences, in
2015 exceeding 1.7 million
DELEGATE PROFILE
International, interstate and local visitors
SECTORS INVOLVED
ICT, Education and research, Tourism sectors and
Professional services
ORGANISER
Destination New South Wales (NSW), the State of
NSW’s tourism body
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ALIGNING YOUR EVENT
Each year, hundreds of festivals and events make Sydney and NSW a
vibrant, exciting place to live, work and do business. They are also the
source of Sydney’s reputation as a culturally rich and colourful city,
eager to embrace creative ideas. Sports, art, entertainment, cultural
and business events showcase NSW expertise, facilities, energy and
professional excellence.
Sydney has a great track record of hosting diverse and successful
international conferences, ranked Australia’s number one business events
destination and among the top 25 globally. Leveraging Sydney’s major
event calendar has become an integral part of Business Events Sydney’s
(BESydney) success in attracting international conferences and events.
Aligning with annual events, such as Vivid Sydney, the Sydney Festival,
Sydney International Art Series, Handa Opera on Sydney Harbour and
one-off event spectacles such as the AFC Asia Football Cup and ICC
Cricket World Cup in 2015, allows incoming international conferences
and incentives to add an extra punch to their programme. Other key
events include Sculpture by the Sea at Bondi Beach, Good Food Month
and the largest lunar New Year celebration outside of Asia.
PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS
Sydney can provide opportunities for event planners to include these
local events in their planning to create unique event programmes,
enhance delegate experiences through genuine engagement with local
communities, and connect with local creative talent. Additionally, these
international events provide great opportunities for Australian and
international firms to identify potential business partners.
BESydney is connected to government business, academia and
industry, and has close, successful working relationships with the NSW
Government and the City of Sydney, both of which recognise the value
of international conferences.
More international decision-makers are choosing to hold their events
alongside Vivid Sydney as a place to share ideas, discuss technology
advancements and recognise leaders in their fields. Previous
conferences to tap into the high-profile festival include: the 105th
Rotary International Convention, the 19th International Symposium of
Electronic Art, the 9th Congress on Creativity and Cognition and The
Australian International Design Forum.
105TH ROTARY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
Vivid Sydney lights up some of the city’s most iconic buildings and
structures in a spectacular array of colours and designs. Destination NSW

worked with Rotary to light up the façade of a state-listed heritage
building in The Rocks, which became part of the festival, and
helped promote Rotary’s ‘End Polio Now’ mission.
Rotarians also enjoyed an evening tour on chartered tall ships,
taking in the spectacular water views of Vivid Sydney’s iconic
lights and the new Harbour Lights, where ferries and boats were
lit up and changed colour as they moved through the harbour.

Aligning conference programmes to the
city’s existing calendar of major events
allows delegates to enjoy a truly immersive
experience in our city, while also exposing
some of the world’s leading professionals and
academics to our local intellectual capital
BESydney’s CEO, Lyn Lewis-Smith
The Australian International Design Forum
The Good Design Awards (formerly Australian International Design
Awards) is Australia’s longest-standing and most prestigious
awards for design and innovation. In 2013, the event featured an
international design forum, a public design showcase, an awards
ceremony and a series of design celebrations. Finding leverage
alongside the light installations and projections of Vivid Sydney, the
event’s organiser, Good Design Australia, was able to create the
inaugural Australian International Design Festival, which shone the
spotlight on Sydney as an international design destination. The event
continues to be held in Sydney under the banner of the Good Design
Festival and against the backdrop of Vivid Sydney, hosting more than
750 designers, product manufacturers, media, government officials
and VIPs, students and emerging design talent.
VIVID: THE WOW FACTOR
Vivid Sydney continues to offer a world-class programme of
lighting art installations and projections, music and creative
ideas, as well as conferences and business events. In 2015,

Martin Place had two spectacular light installations and a
massive pop-up outdoor bar, while the sails of the Opera House
were bathed in amazing colours through high-tech, 3D-mapped
projections. Iconic Sydney structures join in for Vivid Light
and the dazzling Light Walk included more than 50 new light
installations around the harbour.
Vivid Ideas brings together the world’s best creative minds at
more than 150 events, with more than 70,000 people attending 14
days of free and ticketed talks, workshops and networking events.
The programme reinforces Sydney’s position as the creative
services hub of Asia Pacific and fosters many new relationships
and investments between creative industry professionals.
The biggest marketing and media event in Australia,
Mumbrella 360, and Australia’s business technology conference
and exhibition, CeBIT, also coincide with Vivid Sydney and
attract international audiences.
MEGA EVENT CALENDAR
In 2015, Sydney was voted the world’s best festival and
events city for the sixth consecutive year by the International
Festivals and Events Association (IFEA), and the UK’s Guardian
newspaper rated Vivid Sydney as one of the ‘Top 10 Ideas
Festivals in the World’.
And, as Australia’s major events capital, the city’s packed
calendar contributes to an outstanding delegate experience.
Sydney is Australia’s global city and international gateway, and
events like Vivid underscore the creativity, business events and
opportunities, and great experiences it offers visitors and delegates.

www.sydneyshines.com.au
www.meetpie.com/VividSydney
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